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How many rental properties do you manage and/or own?

What is your owners' ability to lower, waive or delay rent?

Survey respondents include REALTORS® who manage and/or own rental properties.  Respondents were asked how many properties this 

includes, and for approximately one third, or 33 percent of respondents it included more than 50 properties.  For 29 percent of respondents 

it included 11 to 50 properties, and for 38 percent or respondents, it included less than 10 rental properties.

Of the rental properties managed by REALTOR® respondents, 49 percent of respondents said none of their owners were able to agree to 

lower rent, while 51 percent said they had owners who were able to agree to this.  In waiving or discounting rent, the majority or 59 

percent of respondents said none of their owners were able to agree to this, and the remaining 41 percent had at least some owners who 

were able to agree.  The majority of respondents, or 62 percent, indicated that some to all of their rental property owners were able to 

agree on deferring rent or providing a payment plan, though 38 percent indicated that none of their owners were able to agree to this 

situation.
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Have your owners asked their lender for forbearance or deferral on their loan 

repayment?

Of the rental properties managed by REALTOR® respondents, the situation regarding owners asking lenders for forbearance or deferral 

was generally unknown.  Twenty-five percent of respondents indicated that some to all of their rental property owners had not asked.  

Nine percent of respondents indicated that at least some of their owners asked but were denied, while 15 percent indicated that at 

least some of their owners asked for loan forbearance or deferrral and it was granted.

Indicate your tenant's ability to pay their full rent for the month of July.

REALTORS® were asked about tenant situations and their ability to pay full rent for the month of July.  While the majority or 70 percent 

of respondents indicated that most or all of their tenants had no issues and were able to pay rent on time, 21 percent said that only 

some of their tenants had no issues, and 9 percent of respondents said this situation was applicable to none of their tenants. Slightly 

less than half of respondents indicated having tenants who asked for a payment plan, and similarly, 47 percent had tenants who asked 

for a discount or rent reduction. Although 62 percent of respondents said they had no tenants who were unable to pay any rent for 

July, the remaining 38 percent of respondents indicated having at least some tenants who could not pay any July rent.
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COMMENTS:

nnnn only few tenants having difficulty with rent nnnn still waiting on unemployment benefits

nnnn tenants on payment plan or receiving assistance nnnn will be difficult for owners to recoup unpaid rent

nnnn some tenants refusing to communicate or pay rent nnnn keeping unit vacant until landlord protections restored

nnnn owners faced wth income loss in short-term rentals nnnn tenants face difficulty with past due rent/utilities

nnnn tenants vacated property/needed to end lease early nnnn more tenants unable to pay full rent

nnnn some tenants trying to negotiate lower rent nnnn no significant difference since March

nnnn tenants with issues were troubled prior to COVID nnnn some tenants unreceptive to rental assistance info

nnnn temporary rent reduction offered nnnn renter credit offered as incentive for on-time payment

nnnn communication essential in finding cooperative solutions nnnn challenging for evictions that were already in process

nnnn payment received on time nnnn some tenants still equate moratorium to free rent

nnnn experiencing fewer requests for discounts/deferrals

nnnn Catholic Charities nnnn PUA

nnnn Aloha United Way nnnn PPP

nnnn IHS nnnn Waianae Coast Health

nnnn Section 8 nnnn Assistance from owner

nnnn Salvation Army nnnn Government and non-profit programs

nnnn Kahiau nnnn The Steadfast Housing Development Corp.

nnnn Unemployment benefits nnnn Helping Hands

nnnn Assistance from family

To your knowledge, have your tenants sought help from any rental assistance programs?

Only one quarter of REALTOR® respondents indicated that their rental property tenants sought help from rental assistance programs.  Nineteen 

percent said their tenants did not seek help.  The remaining majority of 56 percent of respondents were either not sure or did not offer a response. 

Respondents offered additional commentary on tenant situations.  Comments are categorized and listed below.

Which programs, if any, have been able to provide your tenants with rental assistance?

REALTOR® respondents shared the various programs/resources from which tenants received rental assistance.
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COMMENTS:

nnnn not expecting challenges/significant changes

nnnn anticipating problems once supplemental unemployment benefits expire

nnnn more difficulty expected with COVID, travel quarantine extension, expiration of government assistance programs

nnnn need solutions for tenants who can't pay/need owner relief

nnnn same situation with some still waiting on unemployment

nnnn anticipating need for rent reduction

COMMENTS:

nnnn will try to avoid evicting, work out payment plan

nnnn growing financial burden for tenants, owners, and landlords

nnnn some tenants may opt to move out without formal eviction order

nnnn state should remove eviction moratorium and allow legal system to work - it deters people from

taking advantage of the situation and judges often setup payment plans prior to evicting

What do you anticipate for August in terms of your tenants' ability to pay rent?

Most REALTOR® respondents anticipate that tenants' ability to pay rent in August will be about the same as in previous months, with 

47 percent of respondents citing this.  Nineteen percent of respondents believe tenants' ability will get worse in August, while a 

minority five percent believe it will get better.  Respondents were also given the opportunity to provide comments, listed below.

Regarding evictions, once the State's moratorium ends, how many rentals do you 

anticipate facing eviction?

Of the rental properties they manage, REALTORS® were asked to provide the anticipated number of rentals that will face eviction once 

the State's eviction moratorium ends.  While the majority of 67 percent provided either no response or cited it as not applicable to their 

situation, 30 percent of respondents anticipate a range of "1 to 5" rentals facing eviction.  Three percent of respondents anticipate "6 

to 15" rentals facing eviction.  Although a nominal percentage of total respondents, it shall be noted that there was one respondent 

citing an anticipation of "16 to 25" rentals facing eviction, and two respondents who cited an anticipation of "more than 25" rentals 

facing eviction.
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COMMENTS:

nnnn moved due to job loss/COVID impact

nnnn tenants were students or military

nnnn moved for job opportunity or work orders

nnnn moved to be near family

nnnn no one moving right now

nnnn move was unrelated to COVID

COMMENTS:

nnnn vacated due to job loss, reduced hours/COVID impact

nnnn moved back with family after lease expired

How many instances have you experienced where tenants have vacated to move off 

island?

REALTORS® were asked how many instances they've experienced where tenants vacated to move off island.  The majority, or 57 

percent of respondents either did not  provide a response or indicated this was not applicable to their tenants. Slightly more than one 

third of respondents cited "1 to 5" instances of tenants moving off island, 7 percent of respondents cited "6 to 15" instances, one 

percent of respondents cited "16 to 25" instances, and one percent cited "more than 25" instances of tenants vacating to move off 

island.  A portion of respondents provided insight on some vacancy situations.

How many instances have you experienced where tenants have vacated to move in 

with others (e.g., relatives or friends)?

REALTORS® were asked how many instances they've experienced where tenants vacated to move in with others such as friends or 

relatives.  The majority, or 66 percent of respondents either did not  provide a response or indicated this was not applicable to their 

tenants. Thirty percent of respondents cited "1 to 5" instances of tenants moving in with others, three percent of respondents cited "6 

to 15" instances, and one percent of respondents cited "16 to 25" instances.  There were zero respondents citing "more than 25" 

instances.
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COMMENTS:

nnnn will decrease with overall renters' ability to support rental payments

nnnn depends on location

nnnn vacancies increasing

nnnn vacancies taking longer to rent, fewer people moving

nnnn rents already decreasing

nnnn depends on type of rental

nnnn seeing more supply, less demand

nnnn more vacation rentals switching to long-term rentals

nnnn rent will decrease to attract more tenants with stable income

nnnn rents will stay the same

nnnn decrease in rents if quarantine continues beyond August

nnnn more renters downsizing

nnnn potential tenants weighing options between renting and buying since interest rates are so low

Are you seeing vacancies increasing or decreasing?

About one third of REALTOR® respondents observe that vacancies are increasing, with seven percent observing a decrease in 

vacancies.  Thirty-one percent of respondents believe that vacancies are unchanged or staying the same.

Do you anticipate rents will increase or decrease?

REALTORS® were asked whether they anticipate rents to increase or decrease.  Most, or 44 percent of respondents anticipate a 

decrease while five percent anticipate an increase in rent.  Twenty-two percent believe it will be unchanged or stay the same.  

REALTORS® were also given the opportunity to provide additional insight on rents.  Their comments are categorized and listed below.
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Since April, how many of your managed rentals have gone on the market because 

your owners decided to sell?

REALTORS® selected the numeric range that best represents the number of their managed rental properties that were placed on 

market for sale since the month of April, due to owners deciding to sell.  The majority or 67 percent of respondents indicated this was 

not applicable to them, or declined to respond.  Thirty-one percent of respondents said "1 to 5" of their rental properties were put on 

market since April and one percent of respondents had "6 to 10" units go on market.  There was a single respondent each indicating 

"11 to 20" and "more than 20" of their rental properties were placed on market because owners decided to sell.

What percentage of your business is property management?

REALTOR® respondents were asked to provide the percentage of their business represented by property management.  The majority, 

or 65 percent of respondents indicated that property management makes up fifty percent or more of their business.  Twelve percent of 

respondents indicated that property management makes up "25 to 49" percent of their business, 13 percent of respondents indicated 

that it makes up "10 to 24" percent of their business, and 10 percent of respondents indicated that property management makes up 

"less than 10" percent of their business.
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nnnn some tenants taking advantage of eviction moratorium/refusing to communicate

nnnn fewer qualified renters/vacancies taking longer to rent

nnnn no assistance for owners who rely on rental income for essential expenses

nnnn health concerns make it more difficult to show properties

nnnn tenants continue to have difficulty with rent/job situation

nnnn need clearer guidance on what can and cannot be done under eviction moratorium

nnnn frustration with short term rental ban and quarantine loopholes

nnnn travel quarantine impacting student/other incoming renters

nnnn existing programs are difficult to qualify for - renters forced to deplete savings

nnnn repair and renovation work difficult because of COVID and/or eviction moratorium

nnnn some owners unwilling to rent out property while eviction moratorium is in effect

nnnn lack of student housing adding demand for housing near UH

nnnn anticipating increase in past due rent and more owners deciding to sell

nnnn need more assistance options for tenants

What new issues, if any, are you seeing regarding tenants, owners, or rental 

assistance due to COVID-19?

REALTOR® respondents were given the opportunity to highlight any other issues they've experienced with tenants, owners, or rental 

assistance due to COVID-19.  Their responses are categorized and listed below.
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Established in 1922, the Honolulu Board of

REALTORS® is one of the largest of 1,200

boards of REALTORS® in the nation, and, with

more than 6,500 members, is one of the largest

trade organizations on Oahu. Membership is

available to licensed real estate brokers,

agents, property managers, appraisers,

counselors and others engaged in all aspects

of the real estate industry who pledge to adhere

to a strict Code of Ethics and Standards of

Practice. 

For more information, call (808) 732-3000 or

visit www.hicentral.com.

Honolulu Board of REALTORS®

1136 12th Avenue, Suite 200

Honolulu, HI 96816

808-732-3000
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